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Our Goal:  

Identify examples of successful and unsuccessful 

cobranding/joint ventures.

Common themes

Identify:

• IP related issues

• Important Drafting Tips  

Agenda
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• Ingredient Co-Branding 

• Promotional Sponsorship Arrangements

Different Types of Co-Branding
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• Value Based Co-Branding
– Pairing Service and Product

• Retail Supplier Co Branding

Different Types of Co-Branding
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• Alliance Based Co-Branding 

• Innovation Based Co-Branding

Different Types of Co-Branding
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• Caused Based Co-Branding

• Arby’s ???

Different Types of Co-Branding
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New Product Co-Branding

Different Types of Co-Branding
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• Lower Cost and Speed of  Entry Into New Markets 

and New Customers

• Leveraging Brand Equity 

• Shared Costs and Risks

• Knowledge Exchange

Benefits 
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• Exposing Brand To New Risks

• Different Corporate Personalities

• Ability To Control Destiny

• Risks to Corporation, Other Than Just Brand

Dangers
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• Compatibility?

• Possible Negative PR 

How a Successful Co-Branding Agreement 
Can Become a PR Nightmare  (cont’d)
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Insert 

Issues
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• Tax Implications

• Protecting Core Business

• Contains Failure
– Chippendales has been trying to expand beyond exotic male 

dancing for many years. Three years ago they formed JV to do 

new dance review featuring men, women, trans. Etc.  But 

because it was JV and not under Chippendales brand, when 

this review closed it  had no impact on Chippendales 

revenue. 

• Ensures that start up costs and wrap up costs are 

spread equitably

Cross Licensing Vs. Joint Venture  
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• Halodeck, Inc. has developed fantasy world 

technology based on new emitters it developed 

along with software to operate the platform. 

• To create commercial applications Halodeck 

requires two things:  High End hardware that is 

expensive and content. 

• Halodeck has identified MSIntele (a technology 

hardware company) and GaloWars (the owner of 

a multi part popular movie franchise) as possible 

partners.

Three Hypotheticals:   Halodeck, Inc.  
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• Should Halodeck seek cross licensing 

arrangement?  Create a three way joint venture?   

Or some other structure?   

Issues? 
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• Parties elect to form JV with each contributing 

following assets:
1.  Halodeck licenses royalty free the Halodeck technology.

2.  MSIntele will provide the special hardware with no mark up.  

3.  GaloWars will create and provide first 10 titles  and assign it to 

JV.    Subsequent content will be licensed to JV exclusively 

for 50 percent of usual royalty rate.   

4. Each will contribute 200k to fund company and initial 

distribution and promotion based on figures from  Halodeck.  

5. BOILERPLATE: “Additional Capital Contributions.  The 

Members shall not be required to make any additional Capital 

Contributions.”

6.  Launch set for 6 months.

Formation of the JV
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• Halodeck’s estimate of 600k for launch failed to 

consider cost of operating corporation for six 

months prior to launch including employees, 

legal fees.

• As equal owners each company has to decide 

whether to contribute 400k.  
– Smart lawyer would detail assumptions and make the party 

providing that projected expense or revenue to be responsible 

for variation greater than x%.

– Note GaloWars obliged to create content regardless of cost.  

For this expense MSIntele and Halodeck were protected.   

– Note MSIntele still gets paid actual cost of manufacturing 

hardware even if the estimate they  was 80 percent less than 

actual cost.  

Unanticipated Issues 
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• GaloWars only has five titles ready within six 

months.  Projected revenues with only 5 titles 

show loss for first two years.

– MSIntele wants to back out of deal since it can convert 

hardware for other uses at little cost so its exposure is 

limited.

– Halodeck wants to proceed because it needs to create 

market buzz to get fourth round financing. 

– What does backing out look like?  When rights contracts 

are contributed to the JV by one party, not necessarily 

divided up by the parties when JV dissolved.

Unanticipated Issues:   When Can Party
Exit JV?  
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• JV says that each party shall indemnify the other for any IP 

claims by third parties that relate to the asset contributed 

by that party. 

• After launch, JV receives cease and desist from the owner 

of the Star Wars franchise that two of the titles infringe on 

its copyrighted content. 

• Internal investigation reveals that plot for two titles were 

copied from a little known licensed line of pre readers 

expanding Star Wars Universe.   

• GaloWars argues the JV should fight the law suit since it 

will cover the cost of the litigation and those damages.  

• But because there was no rep and warranty by GaloWars it 

is not in breach of JV agreement and therefore lost sales 

due to negative publicity and distraction of defense fall on 

other two parties.  

Unanticipated Issues:  Copyright 
Infringement
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• GaloWars was obliged to create 10 titles 

exclusively for JV.   

• JV agreement was silent about derivative works. 

• GaloWars wants to adopt these new titles by 

introducing new plot lines and create titles 

compatible with Xbox and Nintendo.

Unanticipated Issues:  Derivative Works
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• JV agreement requires all domain names relating 

to titles to be owned by JV.

• JV dissolves five years after launch.

• JV allows domain names to expire.

– GaloWars buys them on open market and uses them to 

promote new titles based on plots developed in 

Halodeck environment. 

– Competitor to Halodeck acquires domain names and 

promotes competing products on these domain names.

Unanticipated Issues:  Domain Names
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• Base or core patents often subject to 

continuation or derivative claims

– Without detailed “freedom to operate” provisions, new 

innovations from co-development can allow partners to 

invade each other’s core businesses. 

• Trade Secrets 

– Must be maintained and controlled as proprietary.

– Contracts should specify preexisting trade secrets 

being shared or contributed. 

Issues:  Patents and Trade Secrets 
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• Halodeck enters into license with MSIntele 

obtaining hardware at favorable price in 

exchange for stating on various screens and 

packaging:

– Partnering With MSINTELE

– Intro to each title will include 30 second promotional 

Halodeck experience entering a MSIntele chip.

• Halodeck enters into license permitting it to 

promote titles created by GaloWars on packaging 

and store displays:

– Exclusive GaloWars Content Available Only From 

Halodeck

– Intro to each title will include promotion for  GaloWars 

titles for other platforms.

Achieving the Same Goal With Series of 
Licenses
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• GaloWars may think that Halodeck should pay for 

right to promote GaloWars mark as part of launch 

instead of giving it discount.

• IP Issues Remain. 
– Ownership.  

– Scope of Use

– Indemnification

– Conditional vs Covenantal Rights

– Non-Competes 

– Post License Limitations

• Downside:  Can Halodeck raise sufficient capital?

Achieving the Same Goal With Series of 
Licenses (cont’d)
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• Sky Casino
– High End Casino

– 8 Hotel Casinos in Las Vegas and Atlantic City

– Plush

– Big Whales   

• Objective:  Expansion into Asia 

• Possible Partner:  Cheng Casino 
– Operates Gaming Arcades in Macau, Singapore and Vietnam. 

– Clientele tend to be hipsters in 20s 

– Video Blackjack

– Fantasy Arcade Games     

Hypothetical 2:  Sky Casino
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• Are Video Arcades Comparable to Full Casino?

• Will Cheng attract right clientele?  

– Does model depend on locals or tourists?  

– Vietnam limits gaming to tourists

• Does Video Blackjack require different license 

than Dealer Play?

• Day to Day Control?

• Dividing Financial Risk?

• Data Collection Responsibility and Sharing

• Foreign Corrupt Practices Act Issues.

Issues
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• JV

– Avoid tarnish to Sky brand if JV fails.

– Limits potential FCPA criminal liability for 

Sky?

• Companies and individuals still have duty to know 

partners.

– Reduces cost of initial investment by 50 

percent.

– Will require adoption of new brand for JV.

• Grant Sky option to brand future casinos YELLOW 

SKY. 

–???

Issue:  JV or License?
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• Cheng Seeks to name JV Sky Cheng and brand 

first casino CHENG
– Will elevate reputation of its arcades

– Impact on Big Whales

• Cheng long time operator in China 
– Owned by Cheng Family

– Members not in Business work in high level Government 

positions

– Operated Arcades Even When Technically Illegal

– No Experience Outside of Asia

– No member of Cheng Family Educated Outside of China

• Who has ultimate decision making right?

Issue:   JV or License?
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• Where will disputes over contract be held and 

under which law.

– Major differences between US and China law on many of 

these issues.

– Each will want its own laws to control.

• Mediation/Arbitration.

– The Labor Law Approach.

– Appoint arbitrator today who will decide issues based 

on general principles of equity, general contract law,  

and IP law deemed by him/her most appropriate to 

transaction.

Issues:  Dispute Resolution
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Consider this Alternative:

• Global license between US and Mexican 

companies addressing global use of mark

– Mandatory mediation

– Suit must be initiated in other party’s home country 

using that law

• Avoids petty disputes 

• Encourages resolution

• Too Favorable to Defendant?  

Issues:  Dispute Resolution (cont’d)
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• John Adams Hospital  is connected to the  John 

Adams University Medical School in Cambridge, 

Mass.  

• Founded as Christian College and still has 

“Christian Mission Statement” in its state charter.   

• Pike Health Care Services is small but respected 

network of doctors including two local hospitals 

(Pike Hospital  Waltham and Pike Hospital 

Worchester) sprinkled along the Mass Pike from 

Boston to Worcester. 

• To deal with changing medical environment 

JAMS contacts Pike about creating a JV to offer 

healthcare services throughout Western 

Massachusetts

Hypothetical Three:   John Adams 
Healthcare Services 
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• JAMS and Pike negotiate a complex JV 

agreement:
– JAHS will be owned 50-50 with CEO of Pike and JAMS rotating as 

CEO of JAHS.  

– Pike will continue to own offices where many Pike doctors 

practice and the Pike Hospitals.   JAMS will continue to own 

medical school and JAU hospital.  

– JAMS will incorporate 2 local hospitals into  JAU  Hospital and 

make them teaching hospitals connected to  JAMS. All will be part 

of JV.

– All Pike facilities and staff will become part of JVJAHS

– All JAMS and JAU Hospital facilities and staff will become part of 

JV.

– JV governed by Board with 50 percent coming from JAMS and 50 

percent  coming from Pike.  Two independent directors selected 

by JAMS and Pike.   In event of tie, first tie vote goes to JAMS and 

then rotate.    

– Name of Health Care Service to be selected by Board.    

Formation of JV



• After JV agreement negotiated JAMS suggests 

that healthcare service be branded JOHN ADAMS 

Healthcare Services.

• JAU, JAU Hospital and JAMS will give JAHS 

royalty free license to use John Adams name.  

• Will run until dissolution of JAHS.  

Branding the New Healthcare Service 
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• Benefits

– JAMS is ranked in top five of US Medical 

Schools.

– JAU is second oldest college in Northeast.

– Instant Name Recognition

• Elevates profile of Pike doctors

• Elevates profile of Pike Hospitals

Is This Good Deal Both Parties
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• Quality Control Provision of Trademark License Acts 
as Effective Veto Over Many Aspects of JAHS

• JAU Mission Statement Affirming Christian Values.
– Abortion and Family Planning Services

• JAMS Dismisses Non Traditional Medicine as Bogus

– Chiropractic Services

– Alternative Medicine

Does Timing of Selection of Name Suggest Alternative 
Motive?

PIKE – BEWARE!
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• State purpose of Co-Branding License or JV.

• State that all use of parties brands – even those 

not part of agreement – cannot be used in way 

detrimental to purpose of the Agreement.

– Inside Intel?

– Union 76 sponsors San Francisco Giants?

Drafting Tips:  The Purpose of the 
Agreement
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• If license:  How Long? 

• Who has right to renew?

• If JV, when can party withdraw?  Penalties?

– Dividing Up Assets

Drafting Tips:  Term
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• Need to identify each IP right being 

licensed to JV or under cross licensing 

agreement
– Copyrights

– Patents

– Trademarks

– Trade Dress

– Trade Secrets

– Domain Names

– What Else?  

• Rights of Publicity, if celebrities are involved

Drafting Tips:  IP Being Licensed
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• Are terms of license a condition precedent for 

exercising right to copyright?

– Does breach equal infrinement?

• Ability to Access federal Court

• Attorneys’ Fees and Costs?

– Derivative Works.

• Right to create.

• Ownership

• Exclusive right to use if not owned?

• New and Related Works?

• “Background Technology” excluded from 

exclusivity or WFH
– Time Based

– Relevance Based

License to Copyrights
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• Identify trade secrets clearly.

• Have backup to show they are properly maintained 

and preserved.

• Make sure confidentiality is required by parties, 

agents, sub-contactors, etc.

Trade Secrets
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“Other than to effectuate the terms of the Agreement, the Second 

Party agrees not to, directly or indirectly,:  (i) use any Confidential 

Information for any purpose, (ii) divulge or disclose any 

Confidential Information to third parties, or  (iii) intentionally permit 

any Confidential Information to be divulged or disclosed to or 

examined or copied by any third party; provided, however, that the 

Second Party may disclose Confidential Information to its 

employees, agents, representatives, assignees or subcontractors 

on a "need to know" basis (each such person, a "Permitted 

Disclosee").  The Second Party will (i) inform each Permitted 

Disclosee of the requirements of this Agreement, (ii) use 

commercially reasonable efforts to obtain the compliance of, and 

ensure that each Permitted Disclosee complies with the Second 

Party's obligations applicable to such Permitted Disclosee, as set 

forth in this Agreement, and (iii)  obtain written agreements from 

each Permitted Disclosee to confidentiality obligations at least as 

restrictive as the requirements of this Agreement."

Trade Secrets – Sample Provision
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• Difficult to have co-ownership of Domain Names 

because Administrative Contact effectively controls 

domain.

• Obligation to maintain even after no longer in use.

Domain Names
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• Brands or IP created adjacent to licensed marks?  
– GaloWars creates new game not based on existing story line 

about time traveler going back in time to Roman Empire called 

Tetradrachm.   

– It will be launched as TETRADRACHM Halodeck.

– During or after expiring of license can it extend this game to 

Xbox technology? 

– MisIntele develops new hardware that makes Halodeck work 

more efficiently.  Can It use this hardware on non-Halodeck 

products?   

Trademarks 
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• Who owns data and with whom can it be shared?

• US, Europe, Globally

Data Collection  
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• JV will own all new IP rights created in finishing 

and launching product.

• If done under licensing arrangement, who will 

own?

New IP
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• Often provide reps and warranties followed by 

indemnity tied to breach of rep and warranty.
– Is there strict liability for rep and warranties?

– Difference between contract damages and IP damages.

• Reps and warranties often provide that 

contributor of IP owns and/or controls all IP it is 

bringing to the JV, or licensing in, and that it has 

all rights necessary to do what is intended under 

the Agreement.

• Followed up by Indemnity Provision that creates 

indemnity obligation for any claim alleging a 

breach of the reps/warranties.  

Sample Provisions
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• Attached as Exhibit A is a list of all copyrighted 

material, registered and unregistered, owned by 

Seller.

– Impossible that it is true

• Attached as Exhibit B is a list of all trademarks, 

registered and unregistered, owned by Seller.

– Bad not just for Seller but also for Buyer.

– Admission that no other trademarks (trade dress) exist.

Problematic Reps and Warranties
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• Seller reps and warrants that it has worldwide 

rights in the “FAMOUS MARK.”

– Does Seller have registration in every country?

– Does it have use in every country?

Problematic Reps and Warranties
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• Indemnitor shall indemnify and defend 

Indemnitee from and against any and all claims, 

actions, damages, liabilities, losses, costs, and 

expenses (including reasonable attorneys’ fees 

and expenses), excluding any indirect or 

consequential damages and limited to the total 

cost of the affected products purchased by 

Indemnitee under this Agreement (the 

“Products”), that may be incurred on account of a 

final adjudication, by a court of competent 

jurisdiction, of direct infringement of any third 

party U.S. patent by the Products, provided that:

Sample Provisions:  Indemnitor Provision
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• (a) Indemnitee promptly informs Indemnitor in 

writing of any such claim, (b) prior to advising 

Indemnitor of such claim, Indemnitee does not 

make any effort to settle or resolve the dispute, 

(c) Indemnitor has sole control of the defense 

and/or settlement of the claim and (c) Indemnitee 

cooperates at its own expense with and assists 

Indemnitor in connection with the defense of 

such claim (including providing all evidence 

under its custody or control).   

Sample Provisions
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• The foregoing indemnification obligation shall not 

apply if (a) any Product is combined with any 

other product, (b) any Product is modified by 

anyone other than Indemnitor, (c) Indemnitor 

complies with Indemnitees specifications or 

instructions, or (D) any Product is used in a 

manner for which is was not designed or 

intended to be used.

Sample Provisions
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• If, in Indemnitor’s sole opinion, any Product is 

likely to or becomes the subject of a claim of 

infringement of any third party U.S. patent, 

Indemnitor may, at its option, procure for 

Indemnitee the right to continue using such 

Product and exercising all the licenses and rights 

granted under this Agreement with respect to the 

Products, modify such Product to make it non-

infringing, or replace such Property with a non-

infringing product.  

Sample Provisions
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• No limitation on type of damages.  

• No need for final adjudication (see language 

following)

• No “defend” – just indemnity

• Eliminate the “Provided that”

• Notification only defense if in that period there was 

actual prejudice to Indemnitor.  

• Indemnitee has right to approve any settlement.  

• Combination was proximate cause of infringement. 

Indemnitee Counters
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57

“. . . any and all damages, liabilities, 

costs, losses and expenses (including 

legal costs and reasonable attorneys' 

fees) arising out of, or connected with any 

claim, demand, or suit by a third party 

which, if true, would be inconsistent with 

any of the warranties, representations, or 

covenants set forth by Indemnifying Party 

in this Agreement.”



• Distinguish the types of IP rights in play and 

evaluate each separately.

• Identify the real business risks to your client and 

most likely should be most important. 

• Pay attention to knowledge vs. strict liability 

issues re trigger for indemnity

• Sometimes you need to walk away! 

The Takeaway
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